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Carl Hansen & Søn catalog & website / 2018
As every piece of Carl Hansen & Søn furniture
comes with a story, it felt quite natural to also write
about the beautiful stories they create.
These articles explore how inspiring leaders within
the worlds of design, hospitality and architecture
embrace Carl Hansen & Søn pieces to create iconic
spaces in homes, hotels and galleries.
For this series, I researched and interviewed
prominent CHS spokespersons about their design
ethos, personal creative journey and use of space
and materials – Ralf Thalén in Copenhagen,
Fanny Bauer Grung and David Lopez Quincoces
in Milan and John Pawson in London.
Each article tells the personal stories of these
pioneers and highlights a space created by them
— Nobis Hotel in Copenhagen, Six Gallery in
Milan and Neuendorf House in Mallorca. Specific
CHS items are showcased within each article.
Every piece comes with a story

Six Gallery
A Design Gallery in Milan
An inspiring Gallery and design space in Milan dedicated
Carl Hansen & Søn catalog & website / 2018

to new ideas, constant flux and the aspirations of young,

The idea behind the Gallery is a space in flux, where new

Every piece comes with a story

contemporary designers.

and older pieces combine and varying styles and influences
mix. The couple are clear, however, that their design choices

Milan is a city experiencing a creative renewal. Spaces

are not purely whimsical. History and research are what

where eager young designers pave new paths are on the

give them real freedom to play and explore. For Fanny,

rise. Six Gallery, created by entrepreneur Mauro Orlandelli,

it is important that everything ultimately has coherence,

curated by Fanny Bauer Grung and David Lopez Quincoces

that things come together and make sense as a whole –

and opened in the autumn of 2017, is a shining example of

“These days things change so quickly and there are so many

this. The Gallery is housed in a 500m2 abandoned 16th

trends. We still feel, however, that you should recognize

century monastery in the Darsena district. Together with

one vision in all the work”.

Bistro Sixieme, architectural firm Quincoces-dragò &
Partners and a florist, it now gives new life as a design

The couple’s architectural office looks down onto the

laboratory, tropical plant haven and cultural experiment.

Gallery courtyard where an open archway frames two

The building itself is situated between the traditional area of

Kaare Klint Safari Chairs, placed neatly next to one

Sant. Ambrogio and the more bohemian, Ticinese. It’s near

another. The chairs are surrounded by lush palms, unknown

a park where families play while others enjoy their last drink

pieces and diverse items. The couple like it this way as

at sunrise. This kind of polarity is the perfect fit for Six

they feel this encourages the pieces to “talk to one

Gallery’s purpose. Its beauty lies in its playful impermanence.

another”. Fanny also feels that the tradition and heritage

What you see so carefully arranged one day may be

of the Carl Hansen & Søn furniture lends strength to the

completely different the next – as pieces sell, they’re

other pieces.

replaced and the space transforms into something new.
Plants feature prominently in the space as does the natural
Architects at Quincoces-dragò & Partners and Curators at

light beaming in from the roof skylight. But the plentiful

Six Gallery, Fanny Bauer Grung and David Lopez Quincoces

foliage is not only decorative. Fanny and David use plants
to divide rooms and create spaces. They believe that plants

Fanny Bauer Grung and David Lopez Quincoces are a

offer elasticity and bring life to a space. They remove the

couple in work and in life. Fanny is Norwegian, but has lived

need for walls and are a different way of delineating, of

in Italy her whole life. Her Scandinavian roots mean she has

seeing things from a fresh perspective. It is this perspective

always been close to design. David has lived in Milan for

that makes Six Gallery so appealing – an inspiring and

15 years, but originally comes from Spain – he is the son of

evolving space worth revisiting.

an artist and an engineer. So, just like the space they curate
and work in, this couple are an eclectic blend.

Nobis Hotel
A hotel in Copenhagen
The former Royal Danish Conservatory of Music has been
Carl Hansen & Søn catalog & website / 2018

delicately and respectfully transformed into an elegant

The design influences in the hotel are global and diverse.

Every piece comes with a story

hotel by renowned architect Gert Wingårdh.

The magical i-RAIN light cascading down from the
fourth-floor ceiling is French; the lounge area has Italian

The landmark building from 1903 in the heart of Copenhagen

influences; the antique lamps in the hallways are from

is now a haven for guests from all corners of the world. The

Finland and Norway. Thalén stresses, however, that he likes

developer responsible for the project, Ralf Thalén, stresses

interiors to represent the country you’re in, welcoming

that the Nobis Hospitality Group wants every hotel they

visitors not only to Copenhagen, but also the beauty and

create to have its own expression and atmosphere that is

clean expression of Danish design history.

unique and memorable. For Thalén it is key that each hotel
starts with a great location, an intriguing story and has at

In light of this, hotel guests are greeted by luxurious

least one outstanding feature, be it a view of the ocean,

constellations of Carl Hansen & Søn’s Embrace Chairs in

a nearby attraction or an inspiring architectural feature.

the impressive new Restaurant Niels. Other furnishings have

In the case of Nobis Hotel Copenhagen, the location is perfect.

been specially designed to complement these supremely

Right in the city center, just off Hans Christian Andersen

comfortable chairs. Rooms invite distant daydreams in

Boulevard and next to the Glyptoteket Art Museum –

sunlit CH25 Wegner lounge chairs and the largest, luxury

a sculptural oasis with a lush winter garden. It is the hotel’s

suite in the hotel has its very own Wegner CH338 dining

breathtaking entrance stairway, however, that completely

table surrounded by CH20 Elbow Chairs in natural oak.

convinced Thalén and his business partners. He says
that when they first visited the site and saw it, they said:

Many pieces have been custom-made especially for the

“We have to do this!”

hotel: rugs, desks, lamps, and there are a bounty of beautiful
anecdotes and details that may escape the casual viewer.

Ralf Thalén, Nobis Hospitality Group Business

From the ‘stucco’ that have been painstakingly re-created

Development Manager

to blend in perfectly with the historic feel of the hotel to the
basement stairway railing beautifully hand-crafted by a

Ralf Thalén began his career in the travel business in Ibiza,

local blacksmith on site to perfectly match the original.

then started a restaurant with his wife in his native Sweden
and, for the last 15 years, he has been Business Developer

Throughout the 77-room hotel, the design team has chosen

for the Nobis Hospitality Group. Nobis Hotel Copenhagen is

mostly wood, marble and leather as key components of the

his seventh hotel. Hospitality has been the focus of his entire

design as they are not only beautiful and natural materials,

working life. For him, the story and design of a hotel are crucial,

but also extremely durable and age with dignity. This aging

together with the cornerstones of service and personality.

is what Thalén calls “the last five percent” of any space.

Without these, he says, everything else is irrelevant.

It is what gives true atmosphere, charm and character.

Neuendorf House
A vacation home in Mallorca
Surrounded by sea and mountains, this tranquil,
Carl Hansen & Søn catalog & website / 2018

four-bedroomed vacation home on the island of Mallorca

One of the key characteristics of Neuendorf House is the

Every piece comes with a story

is a welcome retreat from urban life.

way it removes conventional divisions between inside and
outside space, aiming to achieve a quality of proportion

Neuendorf House, the vacation home of a German art dealer,

in outside space more usually associated with interiors.

was designed between 1987 and 1989 and completed the

Furniture plays a major role in this fusion. Pawson kept pieces

following year by renowned architect, John Pawson. Pawson

to a minimum, allowing them to transcend these categories

is known for harnessing nature’s raw beauty and innate

with equal freedom, reading and functioning comfortably,

potential, and Neuendorf House is a perfect example of this.

regardless of where they’re placed.

It was created using the strong reddish orange pigments
from the soil to tint the render. The result is as powerful as it is

The CH24 Wishbone Chairs, for example, are placed both

beautiful. The earth’s raw color is translated into the graphic

inside and scattered around semi-enclosed living areas

refinement of the building’s forms, from the sun-drenched

looking out on the 30m swimming pool. For Pawson, it is all

clay surface of the sunken tennis court to the building’s smooth

architecture. Whether it’s a wall or a chair or table, every

terracotta surfaces. It is light, however, that is the key material

component of a space contributes to or detracts from the

for Pawson. He considers light as one of the fundamental

quality of wholeness. For this reason, he starts thinking

building blocks of architecture, citing Le Corbusier’s vision

about furniture choices right from the very beginning of the

that “architecture is masses brought together in light”. Color

design process, choosing pieces that neither disappear in

and texture, while also important, play quieter roles in enriching

a space, nor distract the eye.

the sensory experience for the eye, as well as the hand.
Pawson is also eternally curious about the materials he
Architect, John Pawson

chooses. He likes to explore limitations, asking questions
such as: “What is the widest wooden board or the thinnest

Known as the Master of minimalism, John Pawson’s life journey

slice of a particular stone I can specify?” He enjoys

became clear at just 18-years of age whilst reading the Danish

expeditions to quarries, forests and timber mills and uses

journal for art and design called Mobilia – “It was amazingly

only the most skilled craftspeople who really understand

purist and had everything I liked in it”. Neuendorf House was

the possibilities and limits of a particular material.

the first full architectural project Pawson worked on, together
with Claudio Silvestrin. At the time, it was a potentially career-

Nature’s limits seem endless at Neuendorf House as the

defining chance to express their ideas, so they lavished a great

divide between the visible surface and what lies beneath

deal of time and energy on getting every detail right. The

disappear. The interplay with light and shadow create a

character of the site and their strong ideas about atmosphere

truly unique experience to be enjoyed with each sublime

were key focal points in the architectural approach.

Mediterranean sunrise and sunset.

Carl Hansen & Søn catalog / 2018
For this series, I researched and interviewed
six creative professionals from around the world
about how space and design influence their work
and emotions — a star chef in New York, an
international editor in London, a Danish textile
artist, a British photographer, a French Creative
Director and a Japanese fashion designer.
The copy structure follows the Carl Hansen & Søn
catalog categories. Each creative shares what
they love about their profession and a particular
item of CHS furniture. From “Imagining in chairs”
to “Sharing at tables”, “Dancing in lounge chairs”,
“Creating in bookcases”, “Connecting at coffee
tables” and “Relaxing in sofas”.
Each text is crafted to a similar length, using the
style and voice of CHS. Pull-out quotes highlight
the essence of thought.
Every piece comes with a story

Imagining in Chairs

Sharing at Tables

Connecting at Coffee Tables

Clarisse Demory likes to follow her intuition. She feels she

Fredrik Berselius feels that the most beautiful design

Henrietta Thompson is greatly inspired by the

has unconsciously memorized billions of interiors and

can often be found in things you do not necessarily notice.

abundance of designs she writes about. In her own

pictures and shapes and colors, and somehow resurrects

A perfect butter knife. A room that lets you walk through

space, however, she uses mostly natural materials, like

these when working. She respects the past and likes to

without much diversion. Or lighting that ensures you only

wood. She enjoys ‘pops’ of color which is why wood

recycle what is already there instead of rebuilding, even

pay attention to the object it illuminates. His Scandinavian

works so well. It goes with any color. Craftsmanship is

if this poses challenges. Clarisse says that this limitation

roots nourish his love of design, whether relating to

also vital. “A well-crafted piece just feels different.

pushes her to work with shapes, colors and materials she

buildings, fonts, magazines, plates or tables – “Design is

You experience all the love and care that has gone into

would not necessarily have chosen. It gives a soul and

about utility and beauty, but it can also serve to tell a story.

the making. You can feel the soul of a piece and can

some charm she would not be able to create herself –

It can add nuance to our experiences to make us more

build a kind of relationship as it wears over time,

“I believe thatthe past can teach us modernity. Pieces with

present, more at ease, simply because the atmosphere

knowing it was oncea living thing that will just get more

history are an infinite library that should make us humble

invites that”. Many of his guests at Aska are experiencing

beautiful with age”. As a magazine writer, Henrietta

as designers and artists”. Clarisse has a lively imagination

ingredients, tastes and flavors for the first time, and

has a soft spot for coffee tables, the perfect place to

when it comes to furniture. For her, a chair can be many

everything is orchestrated to enhance their experience.

display her favorite publications, like the colorful design

things. Each one has its own personality and use. Her favorite

Growing up in Sweden inspired Fredrik’s vision on bringing

magazine, Cabana. She also appreciates the human

is her kitchen chair where she enjoys her morning routine

people together through food. Scandinavians are known

contact a shared cup of coffee brings – “I do much of my

of coffee, mail, radio, iPhone and brioche or, as she puts it,

for making environments inviting and Fredrik believes

work over email and skype, but there really is nothing

“Being greedy with life – when I open my eyes, the first thing

that every element in his restaurant can have a meaning,

better than actually connecting with someone face to

I visualize is that chair waiting for me in the kitchen”.

purpose, or story to share.

face over a coffee”.

Chairs are my ‘four-legged companions’ that I collect

There is a warmth in the simple act of sitting around a

Even though a coffee table is by no means the biggest piece

and find a use for – to me, a chair can also be a table or

table and eating a meal. You pass the bread, you taste the

of furniture, it can anchor a room – together with a rug, a

bookstand or a display area or clotheshorse.

flavors of the season, you share that moment in time.

coffee table can create a kind of island, a place to connect.

Relaxing in Sofas

Creating in Bookcases

Dancing in Lounge Chairs

Yosuke Aizawa finds the materials and textures he

Vibeke Rohland feels that working on a lot of different projects

Elena Heatherwick believes that light, color and texture

works with and is surrounded by extremely meaningful.

simultaneously and being alone in her space necessitates

are always doing a vibrant dance together as they bounce

In his workspace, he does not want to look at a desk

some kind of order. Yet, she still likes to move things

differently off a dark or a light wall, off objects, textures

or chair unless it stimulates inspiration. His workshop

around from time to time as she feels this makes her space

and colors. For her, all these elements come into play in her

atelier is a space only for him and is based on the color

come alive again. Visibility is also important to her and

work whether she is photographing a meal on a table or a

black for concentration power. In his home, however,

the layout of her studio reflects this. All kinds of objects,

person in a chair in their living room. Elena is not interest-

he uses completely different materials and colors,

from paints and ornaments to customized, co-created

ed in showing a graphic, over-saturated version of reality.

these help him relax. He emphasizes the elimination of

Adidas sneakers are on display. As a very tactile artist, she

More than anything, she wants to capture an atmosphere

black and likes to feel the warmth of trees and nature.

likes to have easy access to all her things, her gems,

and feeling in her photographs in order to tell a story.

Yosuke spends much of his home time relaxing on the

her archives that come in all sizes. For her, shelves and

To achieve this, she looks at what is around and behind a

sofa, enjoying a drink with his wife, watching a movie

bookcases are not just a way of ordering a space, they are

person, the way a room is painted, the angle of the light.

or playing with his kids – “We have an old leather sofa,

changing tableaus that show her cultural stance and

And, if a location is difficult, she will pick up a chair and walk

from before our marriage. It has marks, scratches

passion. The items they display act as constant reminders to

around with it, trying out different spots until she eventually

and some drawings on it, which for me are proof of time

keep her on track, or as she puts it: “They are small scenes

finds somewhere suitable. A place where the chair makes

well spent with our children. I think that it is a very

and stories from my life – and to display them makes them

the space, makes the photograph. Or, in her words:

loving thing”.

more accessible – like an open book”.

“The chair creates the setting for the photograph”.

At home, I spend most of my time relaxing on the

Books are knowledge, memories, enlightenment and wisdom

I have never bought a chair just because I needed one or to

sofa with my family. I believe that furniture can show that

– a sort of cultural backbone – magazines are too, in their own

fill a space. I only buy a piece of furniture if I feel it is some-

time, space and memories equal a life together.

right. They’re the ‘fast kick’ that keeps your outlook updated.

thing special that will stay with me for the rest of my life.

AB001 Rocking Nest Chair
Meditative movement, considered
design and practical construction
make the Rocking Nest Chair a
sanctuary of peace and harmony.

Carl Hansen & Søn catalog & website / 2018
160 unique product descriptors
Here are a few select descriptors from the various
Carl Hansen & Søn product categories.
Each text is of similar, concise length, distinctive
and written in an atmospheric tone of voice.
Layout formats and CHS brand quirks, like not
breaking up product names across lines and a
dislike for the word ‘sophisticated’, were followed.

KK96620 Faaborg Chair
Contemplate a significant piece
of artwork, in an artwork. This
iconic design is one of life’s rare
pleasures, designed for everyone
who appreciates beauty.

This is the kind of writing task that separates
Copywriters from “someone who writes”.
It proved a steep copy mountain, but the

SH900 Extend Table
A bold table that blends new
and known materials to create
a novel take on functionalism.
A true feast for the eyes.

summit was reached with strong coffee,
a trusty thesaurus and 20+ years of experience.
Every piece comes with a story

MK99200 Folding Chair
There when needed, swiftly
folded away when not. Feel
supported by the elegant
simplicity of this highlyfunctional folding chair.

MK Bookcase System
The simple square is elevated
to an art form in this visionary
bookcase system. Find peace
and calm knowing that there
is a place for everything.

Product name
OW2000 Egyptian Stool
Introductory paragraph / (Goal: app. 150-250 characters with spaces)
Carl Hansen & Søn website / 2018
160+ SEO product descriptors with CTA
It would not be surprising if SEO is the first copy

* 210 characters with spaces
The OW2000 Egyptian Stool by Ole Wanscher exemplifies his creative vision
and masterful touch. The stool is crafted from quality, natural materials that
express his passion for exploration and original thought.

format to be fully automated by AI. It can feel
quite mechanical for us humans, demanding

Headline

supreme focus and a high tolerance for detail.

Inspired by travel and classic design.

But, words are money online. Each space and

Product description / (Goal: app. 650-1000 characters with spaces)

character must be perfectly placed and crafted

* 698 characters with spaces

so that crawling bots can find them. Order, length

The OW2000 Egyptian Stool was designed by Ole Wanscher in 1957.

and repetiton are crucial. For copywriters,

The influence of his travel outside of Denmark is clear to see in this intriguing

it’s semantic surgery.

design. While in Egypt, Wanscher became fascinated with old seats of power,
leading to the design of the elegant, lightweight Egyptian Stool with Temple

So, after writing SEO-optimized copy for over 160
CHS products, feel free to call me Dr. McNally.
Read one example here, for the lovely little
Egyptian Stool from CHS.
Every piece comes with a story

of Thebes furniture in mind.
The design of the stool nods gracefully to his source of inspiration, yet is
distinctly modern in its expression and construction. The seat, crafted from
saddle leather, easily collapses into the chair when folded.
Many of Wanscher’s designs have become collectors pieces due to
their timeless simplicity and beautiful finish. The OW2000 Egyptian Stool
is no exception.
Inspiration copy / (Goal: app. 120-150 characters with spaces)
* 145 characters with spaces
The OW2000 Egyptian Stool by Ole Wanscher is inspired by exploration.
This original design brings intrigue and convenience to all kinds of spaces.
Meta description / (max. 140 characters with spaces, Call-to-action)
* 139 characters with spaces
The OW2000 Egyptian Stool by Ole Wanscher is inspired by travel and
crafted from natural materials. Discover more about this clever design.

triobike
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Triobike rebrand & positioning / 2018
Triobike cargo bikes are fun, safe family cargo
bikes that are 100% Danish and beautifully designed.
For the 2018 rebrand, we wanted to create a
distinctive brand platform, inviting people in to the
colourful triobike world of spontaneity and freedom.
The competitive landscape was feature-focused
and ‘everyday’ with no beauty or emotion. So,
we expanded the brand’s appeal and elevated
triobike above features and price alone by creating
an inviting mindset with the new positioning line
“Live the trio way”.
The writing style had to reflect this new mindset and
be fun, energetic and inviting, yet still convey a lot
of practical information about important product
features for safety, speed, accessory options etc.
The new brand verbal identity was used across
triobike’s website, new product brochure, Social
Media, OOH, newsletters and in-store.
Live the trio way
* Art Direction / Gry Strange Echwald

Triobike rebrand & positioning / 2018
The triobike brand tone is led by Live the trio way.
The key triobike brand attributes of craft, innovation,
experimentation and collaboration are highlighted
and connected with the word “way” — The way we craft,
The way we innovate, The way we experiment and
The way we collaborate.
The more practical parts of the triobike brand are
presented in a quick yet relaxed way — Let’s test,
Let’s be safe and Let’s explore. This structure also
allows for more elements to easily be added.
The brand tone of voice was the same for all the
triobike models (mono, boxter, taxi, cargo and cargo
big), with a bit more of a B2B focus for the cargo big
as a ‘last mile’ sustainable urban transport solution.
Live the trio way

Live the trio way
Triobike is a way of looking at the world where you
choose to be free and out-going. You choose to be
Triobike rebrand & positioning / 2018

open to life. Triobike lets you go where cars can not,
through green parks and down charming side-streets,

The new verbal identity was used in the triobike

breathing healthy air with happy kids. Journeys

brochure. Most copy was aligned with the website,

become adventures, loads become lighter and days

with some format edits and/or additional details

become brighter. You go where you want and you do

for imagery e.g. “Colourful rides for colourful

it with a smile. We want to inspire everyone to greet

minds” to show the many colour options. Here are

each day with optimism and move through life with

a few examples ...

ease. This is what we call the trio way.

Live the trio way

Let’s be safe
We care deeply about your safety and riding enjoyment,
which is why we became the world’s first cargo bike
company to be safety tested by the Danish Consumer
Agency in 2004. We were also the first in the world to
introduce 5-point seat belts to keep your kids snug and
seated. An intensive quality control check is standard
on all our bikes to ensure your new ride is assembled
to perfection. We do all this to make sure you and your
precious cargo – be that bouncy kids, your dinner or
valuable fleamarket finds – will always arrive safely at
your destination.
three kids, the dog & groceries
The Triobike boxter can carry a lot. Kids, pets, groceries,
gardening tools, large packages, even a Christmas
tree. And the spacious box module is squared, making
it extremely practical to stack big loads. The floor has
a non-slip surface for safety and the box is cast in one
solid piece without any dangerous joints or sharp edges,
making it totally kid and user friendly. The hood allows
your kids (and the family pet) to enjoy a panoramic view
of the city and can easily be folded away on sunny days.

Triobike rebrand & positioning / 2018
Each triobike model got its own, friendly and flexible
header like: “hello mono, let’s ride” or “hello boxter,
let’s explore”. Model names are interchangeable
and can be more generic as well, such as “hello
shortcut let’s go” or “hello urban jungle let’s ride”.
This flexible header structure can also be re-invented
for topical contexts, for example, “hello summer
let’s play” or “hello art fair let’s be inspired”.
Live the trio way

Triobike rebrand & positioning / 2018
Copy carried across web and SoMe with additional
micro campaigns and topical posts. It formed the base
for posts with fun bike facts and inspiring quotes about
cycling, freedom, creativity and sustainability.
The way we experiment refers to The Triolab where
triobike tries out daring new ideas with zero limitations.
If discoveries are made, they’re quickly implemented
across the whole range.
Live the trio way

Triobike rebrand & positioning / 2018
Triobike’s love of craft and playful nature was
expressed with words and imagery in store
— wonderful to see copy on display big and
analogue like this.
Live the trio way

